Inferring and Comparing Game Difficulty Curves using Player-vs-Level Match Data
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Abstract—Prior work has focused on formalizing difficulty curves by using function composition to give precise definitions to curves and their transformations. However, the proposed framework was demonstrated using a single game, and the curves and transformations were defined with respect to the game’s ratings-based dynamic difficulty system. In this work, we infer difficulty curves from gameplay data using a method that is based on the aforementioned difficulty system but that can also be generalized to other games for which information on player-vs-level win/loss outcomes is available. Moreover, since this method uses the same difficulty mechanism as past work, it lets us similarly leverage function composition to compare difficulty curves across games, having either a fixed or dynamic level ordering, using a clearly defined vocabulary. We use four different games to demonstrate our method, which relies on an adjustment to traditional playback of ratings-based match data, which we also present in this work.

Index Terms—difficulty curve; rating systems; gameplay data

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional methods of defining optimal difficulty curves for games typically rely on an iterative process of manual refinement via several rounds of playtesting [1]. Such methods lack precise ways of capturing what it means to modify curves to affect difficulty. Past work [2] addressed this by using function composition to model curves and their transformations in order to move towards a formal way of examining difficulty curves and offer a precise vocabulary of discussing changes to curves in order to trade-off different design goals. However, the curves used were defined in terms of the ratings-based dynamic difficulty system of the specific game, Paradox.

In this paper, we extend this prior work to infer game difficulty curves from player-vs-level (PvL) match data in a game-independent manner. Specifically, we use the Glicko-2 rating system [3] to playback PvL match data from four different games and infer their difficulty curves using the formulation employed in the prior work. As in that work, this lets us use function composition to discuss and compare curves across games using a precise vocabulary by fitting parameterized versions of these curves to gameplay data. Further, use of rating systems via match playback lets us apply the approach to games with both static and dynamic difficulty.

We also applied an approach to address a survivorship issue during playback that caused harder levels of the games to appear easier, as only more advanced players made it to those levels. Our approach addresses this by generating phantom matches between players and the levels they don’t end up playing. This adjusted playback lets us use rating systems to elicit difficulty curves using data about player-vs-level win/loss outcomes, for any game for which such data is available, regardless of whether that game uses a ratings-based difficulty system, as well as independent of whether the game uses a fixed or dynamic difficulty progression. This work contributes a generic method to infer difficulty curves of games from gameplay data, and a technique for comparing those curves.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Difficulty Balancing using Rating Systems

Use of rating systems like Elo [4] and Glicko-2 [3] for balancing difficulty was motivated by the specific constraints to difficulty adjustment in human computation games (HCGs) where levels model real problems and are not readily modifiable [5]. In such usage, players and levels are assigned ratings indicating skill and difficulty respectively. Ratings are updated during gameplay based on outcomes of player attempts at levels. This enables dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA) by allowing the use of matchmaking to match players with levels compatible with their skill. Prior work has demonstrated the effectiveness of ratings-based systems for DDA [6] and difficulty curve refinement [2] in HCGs. Here, since ratings are used to determine the difficulty progression, a game’s difficulty curve can be defined in terms of the rating system rather than
in terms specific to the game. Thus, ratings-based curves could be used to compare difficulty across games using a common vocabulary if difficulty is framed in terms of the rating system.

B. Difficulty Curves and Function Composition

Recent work [2] looked at formalizing the definition, refinement and transformation of difficulty curves using function composition. That approach applied basic translation and scaling functions to the game’s existing difficulty curve to generate new curves, offering a precise way of defining and transforming curves and discussing comparisons and relationships between different curves and their effects on gameplay. However, that work only looked at Paradox with the methodology not demonstrated as generalizable to other games where the difficulty progression and curve are not defined in terms of a rating system. The method presented in this current work aims to fit rating system-based difficulty curves on existing gameplay data for several games in order to compare and discuss curves across games using this function composition-based formulation.

III. APPROACH

In our approach, first, gameplay data is collected for a game. Next, the data is used to create data points describing a mapping from player skill to difficulty for that game. Finally, a parameterized curve is fit to the data points. These steps are described below.

A. Collecting Gameplay Data

Gameplay data for our method consisted of match data for each game where each instance of a player playing a level was treated as a match. Each match in the data is described by an entry consisting of the timestamp of the match, the player, the level and the outcome, i.e. if the player won or lost the level.

B. Sampling from Player Skill to Difficulty

Difficulty curves can be viewed as functions that map from player skill to difficulty. Thus, to fit curves onto match data for a game, we sample the mapping from player skill to game difficulty. As in prior work, we use Glicko-2 ratings to represent player skill and the player’s loss rate (i.e. how often a player will lose a match) to represent difficulty. Sampling this mapping allows us to use a ratings-based difficulty framework for the purpose of leveraging function composition for inferring and comparing curves.

1) Playback: The gathered match data for a game is played back using the pyglicko2 Python implementation [7] of the Glicko-2 system with each player and level starting with a default rating of 1500. Playback generates ratings for players and levels based on PvL outcomes which can be used to determine a player’s probability of losing a level. This in turn can be viewed as the difficulty of that level for that player. A level’s rating is thus an estimate of the player skill required to win against that level. In other words, the lower the player’s rating is compared to that of the level, the harder that level should be for them. Thus, playing back match data for a game should ideally allow inferring the game’s difficulty curve through the lens of player and level ratings. During playback, each match in the gameplay data is used to create a sample of the game’s difficulty curve by recording the current estimate of the player’s skill before the match and whether the player won or lost that match. All of these samples (including those from the phantom matches described below) are then grouped into bins by rating and the average player loss rate for each bin is computed. We used bin sizes of 50 Glicko-2 rating units.

2) Phantom Matches: In both fixed and dynamic difficulty progressions however, only the more skilled players usually reach or get matched up with the harder levels. Thus, in match data, this gets reflected as the harder levels being involved with matches only with these skilled players who are more likely than the average player to win against these levels and cause their ratings to go down. Hence, regular playback of match data for games with a fixed or dynamic difficulty progression may suffer from survivorship issues—only the skilled players that survive past the easy and moderately difficult levels end up playing the hardest levels in the game thus causing the latter to end up with ratings that are not indicative of their true difficulty. Since this survivorship issue is caused by harder levels being played only by highly skilled players, which skews the ratings for the hard levels, to fix this problem, we create a phantom match for each PvL pairing that did not take place in the actual gameplay, i.e. a PvL instance for which there was no entry in the match data. For each such phantom match between player $p$ and level $l$, we determined its result as follows:

- During playback, note lowest rated player $x$ that beat $l$
- If $p$'s final rating $\geq x$'s rating, $p$ wins, else $p$ loses

The phantom matches thus allow harder levels to ‘get back’ wins against lower skilled players who dropped out before reaching these levels, or never got good enough to match up against them. Hence, the combined match data for each game consisted of the real matches plus these phantom matches.

C. Fitting Curves to Sampled Data

Once we have the binned samples from player rating to loss rate, we can fit a curve to these data points. In this work we use a logistic function, previously used for DDA in Paradox [6], that maps from player rating to the probability of the player losing at that rating (i.e. the loss rate). This rate is a measure of difficulty as it determines how hard the next match will be for player $p$. The logistic function represents a smoothly changing difficulty curve. The baseline difficulty curve was taken from prior work in Paradox [2] and is given by:

$$ f(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{\alpha(\beta - x)}} $$

where $x$ is the player’s rating and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are constants set to $\sim 0.006$ and $1850$ respectively so that players with a starting rating of $x = 1500$ have a low 10% chance of losing.

Additionally, for function composition, we used two transformation functions: $t_\delta(x) = x + \delta$, which deflects or inflates the curve by translating the player rating by $\delta$; and $s_{\sigma,c}(x) = \sigma(x - c) + c$, which smooths or steepens the curve by scaling the player rating by $\sigma$ around $c$ (we used a constant $1500$ for $c$). Composing one or both of these with $f(x)$ generates different curves. Details of such transformations are given in...
We continued simulating matches in this manner until there were more likely to stop playing than those who are doing well. If a player lost a match, they proportional to their true rating, so that lower-skilled players ratings to determine which level to serve, but used the true estimated matches, we randomly selected a player, used the estimated estimated \( \delta \) and \( \sigma \) to minimize the root mean squared error between the curve value at the center of each bin and the mean player loss rate in the bin.

IV. Validating Phantom Matches

For validating our phantom match methodology, we used a synthetically generated dataset and data from the challenge (i.e. non-tutorial) segment of Paradox. In both cases, we know that the underlying baseline difficulty curve \( \delta = 0, \sigma = 1 \) was used to generate matches, and thus we should recover parameter values close to those when fitting the curve.

A. Synthetic Data

To create the synthetic dataset, we generated 50 players with uniformly random Glicko-2 ratings between 900 and 2100 and 61 levels with ratings ranging from 0 to 3000 in increments of 50. Note that these were their true ratings indicating their skill and difficulty, but for matchmaking, each player and level was still given an estimated starting rating of 1500. To simulate matches, we randomly selected a player, used the estimated ratings to determine which level to serve, but used the true ratings to simulate whether the player won or lost against that level. To simulate players stopping playing, we set a drop rate proportional to their true rating, so that lower-skilled players were more likely to stop playing. If a player lost a match, they stopped playing based on their drop rate. This models how in actual gameplay, players who are performing poorly may be more likely to stop playing than those who are doing well. We continued simulating matches in this manner until there were no remaining players. This process was run five times and all the matches combined. The resulting binned samples and fit curves are shown in Figure 2 and curve data are given in Table I. Notably, using the phantom matches produces a curve fit very close to the baseline, while without the phantom matches, the game appears easier for higher-rated players.

B. Paradox

For validation, we also used gameplay data from the challenge portion of Paradox gathered from prior work. Here, we would again expect the curve that fits to this data to be similar to the baseline since the latter was used for DDA-based matchmaking in the game’s challenge section. The resulting binned samples and fit curves are shown in Figure 3 and curve data are given in Table I. Without the phantom matches, the curve appears inverted; using the phantom matches however produces a curve fit much closer to the underlying baseline.

V. Application

A. Games

To apply our approach, we used gameplay data from four games: three puzzle human computation games (HCGs)—Paradox, Signaligner and Foldit—each with varying mechanics and gameplay, and one platformer—Iowa James. Screenshots of each game are shown in Figure 1. We gathered match data from existing gameplay data collected previously through Amazon Mechanical Turk for Paradox, Signaligner and Iowa James and through the version of Foldit available on its website (https://fold.it). Each game is described below.

Paradox is a 2D puzzle HCG where levels represent boolean maximum satisfiability problems. Players try to complete levels by satisfying a target number of constraints via assigning boolean values to variables using various tools. For gameplay match data, a player completing a level is a win for the player. If a player fails to reach the target score for a level before moving on to the next one, it is a loss for the player. The tutorial levels follow a fixed order while the challenge levels follow a dynamic difficulty ordering based on Glicko-2 ratings. Gameplay details can be found in prior research [6] that used the game. In this section of analysis, we used the full game consisting of 8 tutorial and 50 challenge levels.

Iowa James [8] is a platformer consisting of 14 levels following a fixed, increasing difficulty progression. Each level has a variety of hazards that the player must avoid in order to reach a treasure chest at the end, which lets the player move on to the next level. Players have unlimited lives during playthrough. For each level, if the player reaches the chest, regardless of the number of times they died, it is considered a win for the player. If the player quits without reaching the chest, it is taken as a loss for the player on that level.

Signaligner is a 2D puzzle HCG where players annotate raw accelerometer data with activity labels by splitting, merging, and aligning accelerometer data signal blocks in order to group together similar looking ones. Players can submit their answer when they think they have the blocks organized correctly. The game is relatively short with players given four tutorial levels where they can submit as many answers as they want until submitting a correct one, at which point they play one of seven
possible challenge levels with only one chance to answer. If they submit a correct answer, they win, else they lose.

\textit{Foldit} [9] is an HCG based on protein folding and design, where players attempt to interactively fold and pack protein structures as efficiently as possible. The game contains a set of 37 tutorial levels meant to introduce the game, which we used in this analysis. The player’s score in a level is based on the energy of their current fold, and players win a tutorial level by reaching a target score. The game’s tutorial level progression is the same for all players, but players have choices at some branching points and can replay previous levels, via a level select screen.

\textbf{B. Curve Comparisons and Transformations}

Plots of the fit curves for each game, along with the binned samples, are shown in Figure 4. Curve data are given in Table I. Using the terminology from [2], \textit{Foldit} has the smoothest difficulty with the other three games exhibiting steeper difficulty curves. Among these three, \textit{Iowa James} has an inflated (i.e. higher) difficulty compared to \textit{Signaligner} and \textit{Paradox} and consequently, \textit{Paradox} has a deflated (i.e. lower) difficulty compared to the other two.

Further, the curves for \textit{Paradox} and \textit{Foldit} have the highest RMSE as the binned samples go up and down suggesting that a single curve does not fit their data well and multiple curves might better represent their difficulty. Overall, the ability to compare difficulty curves of multiple games and discuss how they relate to each other in this precise and generic way demonstrates the utility of our approach.

\textbf{VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK}

We presented a method of inferring a game’s difficulty curve using its gameplay data. Since the curve is defined as a function mapping from player skill to difficulty and is independent of the game’s level ordering, the method is applicable whether the game has a fixed or dynamic difficulty progression. We consider several avenues for future work.

We fit a single curve to the data for each game, but a difficulty curve might more closely follow a sawtooth pattern, common in such curves [10], that is better captured using multiple piecewise curves. This would enable inferring separate curves for segments of a game that differ in difficulty. Additionally, the drop rate for generating synthetic data was set heuristically. Future work could look into empirically confirming this rate. We also used binary win/loss for PvL outcomes as we did not want to use a heuristically set scoring mechanism. Future work could thus explore if continuous outcomes can help in inferring more accurate difficulty curves. Lastly, future work can also explore further impact and any biases from using phantom matches.
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